WEC Chair

Title of Item

Description of item
We have ~$3700 available for future decisions.

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
this item
are requesting.

Item Type

Our budget for lounge is huge and we are not using it. Any ideas
or suggestions?
Can we move some of the budget to Westgate general use?

SecretaryTreasurer

Social Chair

President

We are using our budget in a good rate but a lot faster then last
year. Main reason for that is that we are not getting as much
budget report
funding.
We have a few events coming up, some of which we've
discussed, but we want to go over a couple of things.
The budget for Valentine's Date Night was cut, we're having
problems making it happen financially. We would like to discuss
having a different event instead, and implications of this.
Another event we have planned for Feb is Snow-Tubing. We have
tix for 50, but we can purchase more, make it a big event (~100
people), and perhaps provide lunch for all the people who come.
Another thing we are planning is a private Westgate ice-skating
time in the Z center. We've reserved a few dates in Feb and Mar
A number of
for an hour of private ice-skating. The cost is 200$/hr and we'de
events in February like to bring some snacks and drinks.
We want to print the photos from the holiday party. Target has
printing service and the price is $0.15 for size 4x6, plus shipping.
We had 50 families and the total cost of printing should be less
Print photos
than $15.

1

Discussed, lounge
money will be
transfered to WEC
account

1

Will wait to
Naomi's offer to be
approved, which is
$25 perpeson, in
order to reduce
costs for date
night. Ice skating
event will be for an
hour, more details
and vote will come
later.

1

Approved.
Naomi mentioned
a program coming
to westgate with
collaboration with
MIT wellness on
parenting, NP from
MGH will come
once a week to
give, lecture,
instruction and QA
regarding
parenthood.

